Selenium Job Openings

Experience required for the Job: 2 - 6 years

Job Location: Chennai

Dear Candidate

Greetings from Power IT Services Pvt Ltd.

We are looking for below requirement. Below is the JD for your quick reference

Skill: QE – Automation/ Selenium

Years of experience: 2 – 6 yrs.

Employment type: Right to Hire.

Job location: - Chennai.

Notice period: - ASAP,

Job Description:-

1. Technical specialist with Automated test experience in Functional and Non-Functional Area

2. Experience in building automation framework using Selenium Web driver and Java

3. Good coding experience in Java Core.

4. Should have hands on experience in BDD / Behavior-Driven Development framework like Cucumber, JBehave.

5. Strong skill in Designing & implementation of Automation Frameworks.

6. Strong focus in automated testing with a strong understanding of tools, techniques, and processes

7. Experience on creating Automation test cases based on Manual test cases.
8. Hands on Creating Test Scripts.
9. Knowledge in SQL is added advantage
10. Good knowledge in API calls through jar and capture response
11. Must have good communication and teamwork skills
12. Exposure working in an Agile development environment with an understanding of Scrum
13. Good knowledge and understanding of Continuous delivery using Maven/Jenkins is preferred
14. Strong ability to debug code, analyses failures, and trace defects to the root cause.
15. Good Manual Testing Experience

Total Yrs of Exp:

Relevant Experience:

Current CTC:

Expected CTC:

Notice period:

Current Location:

Thanks & Regards,

Sapan Halder

Power IT Services Pvt Ltd |
sapan@poweritservice.com

http://www.poweritservices.com